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Chapter 711: Han Zhuoli Is Here 

 

It was like saying, how can I like you? 

It was a joke! 

Lu Man turned around and was about to go when she saw Principal Liu. 

That was not the most important thing. The most important thing was that next to Principal Liu was 

actually Han Zhuoli! 

Principal Liu was smiling and introducing something to Han Zhuoli, then noticed that Han Zhuoli’s 

attention was not on him anymore and that his head was turned and looking elsewhere. 

Principal Liu looked over, then saw Lu Man, He Zhengbai, and Lu Qi standing together. 

“Tch!” 

Principal Liu took in a deep breath. This scene… 

Principal Liu instantly felt the coldness coming from next to him. 

Han Zhuoli’s cold gaze flitted between Lu Qi and He Zhengbai. In the end, he fixed his gaze on He 

Zhengbai, his gaze like cold knives sent flying towards the other man. 

He Zhengbai could not control himself and stiffened, still not understanding where Han Zhuoli’s coldness 

was coming from. Under Han Zhuoli’s gaze, however, he could not move at all. 

Only then did Han Zhuoli slowly turn his gaze towards Lu Man. His gaze became warmer, but he still 

looked a bit unhappy. 

Principal Liu smartly called Lu Man over, “Lu Man, come over here.” 

Lu Man hurriedly went over. “Principal Liu.” 

After that, she looked towards Han Zhuoli. 

This man, was he angry? 

Principal Liu laughed, then pretentiously told Han Zhuoli, “Young Master Han, the Red Tiger that Lu Man 

acted in as the main character got the good result of having 8.9 billion ticketing sales. She can be 

considered to be a very good representative of our school.” 

When Lu Qi and Zhang Xiaoying heard Principal Liu’s introduction, their face instantly became black. 

Just her? 

Student representative? 

Someone who had not even been elected through an internal voting. 



How could this kind of person become their student representative? 

What were they treating them other students as? 

This kind of thing like showing their faces in front of Han Zhuoli, they also wanted to do it! 

On a more innocent note, perhaps they just wanted to leave a good impression in front of Han Zhuoli. If 

he had any movie or drama, perhaps he would remember her? 

If they wanted to be more ambitious, they would directly want to be Madam Han! 

Zhang Xiaoying glared at Lu Man and Han Zhuoli, so envious that her eyeballs were about to pop out. 

Pan Xue was so gossipy, she secretly took a photo of Zhang Xiaoying’s jealous look, planning to let Lu 

Man see later on. 

Principal Liu did not care what the other students thought and told Han Zhuoli, “There’s still time before 

the competition. Why don’t we let Lu Man bring Young Master Han to walk around?” 

“There’s no need.” She did not think that Han Zhuoli would say that. 

Lu Man’s gaze darkened; she insulted him in her heart for being petty. 

She then heard Han Zhuoli say, “The competition is about to start, there’s no need to walk around. Let 

Lu Man introduce it to me and it’ll be alright.” 

Lu Man raised her head to look at him, slightly glaring. 

He was even making such long pauses when talking. 

“Lu Man, I’ll hand Young Master Han over to you,” Principal Liu said happily. 

The students berated in their hearts, why did Principal Liu say things so strangely? 

What did he mean by “Hand Young Master Han over to you”? 

It sounded like he was giving Han Zhuoli to Lu Man, wanting something to happen. 

At that moment, towards Lu Man, it was not only Zhang Xiaoying who was being envious. 

Everyone was looking towards Lu Man covetously. 

They also wanted to stand in Lu Man’s position, to take over her place and explain things to Han Zhuoli! 

Who among those whose heart was set to advancing in the entertainment industry hadn’t heard of Han 

Zhuoli before? 

This was their first time looking at a high-level person like Han Zhuoli from so close up. 

“They will all be going to prepare for the grading for the competition,” Principal Liu seemed to be 

explaining. 

“Alright, please feel free to go,” Han Zhuoli said mildly. 

Chapter 712: Older Men Are Actually Also Quite Cute 



 

After saying that, he looked towards Lu Man. 

Lu Man brought Han Zhuoli to sit in the frontmost row, where name cards of the school leaders and of 

Han Zhuoli were pasted on the back of the seats. 

“Sit.” Han Zhuoli pointed at the seats next to him. 

Lu Man criticized in her heart, this man was play-acting so well. 

“Why did you come?” Lu Man asked in a low voice after sitting down. 

Han Zhuoli laughed once. “If I didn’t come, how could I have gotten to see your old lover wanting to get 

back together with you?” 

Lu Man: “…” 

“How can you not know about how disgusting He Zhengbai is?” Lu Man said helplessly. 

“I don’t know, why don’t you tell me?” He wanted to hear Lu Man talk bad about He Zhengbai. It would 

be best if she talked until He Zhengbai was reduced to nothing. 

“It is obvious that he’s seeing the good in me only now, and with my connection with Director Sun and 

Director Ji, he feels that I have value to be used. Even though Lu Qiyuan himself did not notice, the truth 

is that the Lu Family has already been totally played around and messed up by you. He Zhengbai is a 

smart person, how could he not know? I also have no idea what kind of illness he has, suddenly finding 

me likeable.” 

“I know,” Han Zhuoli suddenly said. 

Lu Man turned her head to look over, and Han Zhuoli said seriously, “You are so pretty, of course he will 

like you. Anyone with eyes knows that you look good. Although He Zhengbai is dumb, he is not blind.” 

Lu Man: “…” 

This man! 

His mouth was sweet, yet he said the sudden praise so seriously, causing people to believe him 

instinctively. 

He’d said the words of praise so smoothly and naturally, not like he was purposely trying to get on her 

good side. 

No one else could do it like that. 

Lu Man’s lips could not help but curve upwards. 

Older men are actually also quite cute! 

Han Zhuoli was still a bit angry, but when he turned to look at Lu Man, he found that the girl was really 

too beautiful and thought it would be better to hide her somewhere so he could feel at ease. 

Just look at this situation. It hadn’t been long, but her ex-fiance had already begun to regret it. 



There was no use regretting it! 

Lu Man’s lips twitched, then she said in a low voice, “Anyway, I don’t like him. Originally, I was planning 

on ignoring him and leaving with Pan Xue to sit somewhere else. But just when we were planning to 

leave, I saw Lu Qi come over. At that time, when Lu Qi saw me standing with He Zhengbai, she acted like 

she’s caught him cheating. Since she wanted to catch him cheating so much, I put on a show to let her 

see it. They’re such a horrible pair of man and woman, of course I can’t let them live well! So, I led He 

Zhengbai to say certain things.” 

Han Zhuoli raised his eyebrow, his tone not friendly when he said, “What did you lead him to say?” 

Lu Man: “…” 

“He Zhengbai had yet to say it out loud.” Lu Man felt that her wish to live had become even stronger. 

“Anyway, Lu Qi probably misunderstood a bit, let them go and argue it out. It would be best if they 

made so much trouble and tortured each other that they both could not live well.” 

It was only then that Han Zhuoli’s expression became happier. 

When their interaction was seen by outsiders who did not know anything, Han Zhuoli appeared to be 

stern, unsmiling, and really not easy to curry favor with. 

Only Lu Man was actively smiling and introducing things to him. 

Zhang Xiaoying pursed her lips. She was so envious, her lips were too tense and were trembling. 

“Lu Man sucking up to people is too horrible-looking,” Zhuang Tingting said at the side. 

Zhang Xiaoying sneered, “Ha, she’s just shameless.” 

“Look at her look, she definitely isn’t introducing anything at all. Doing her best to garner favor with Han 

Zhuoli, how disgusting.” Zhuang Tingting was also extremely jealous. “What right does she have to 

become the student representative without participating in any internal school competition? Could Red 

Tiger be enough for her to eat for the rest of her life?” 

Chapter 713: Aside from Coming to See Me, You Also Wanted to Look at Other Women? 

 

Zhang Xiaoying was extremely angry and said impatiently, “Even if she is by Han Zhuoli’s side, it is no 

use. Don’t you see how impatient Han Zhuoli is towards her? Lu Man is enthusiastically speaking by 

herself over there, and we don’t know what kind of words she’s saying to curry favor. Perhaps she wants 

to seduce Han Zhuoli.” 

“Based on what I see, Han Zhuoli had a face full of impatience. Perhaps he will chase her away soon. 

With Lu Man’s look right now, she’s practically embarrassing herself in front of the whole school. 

Principal Liu is probably regretting calling Lu Man out.” 

Zhang Xiaoying had just finished speaking when she saw Principal Liu and the school leaders go to sit 

down. There were a few people that went to sit in the judges’ seats. 

Principal Liu sat next to Han Zhuoli. “Young Master Han, may we invite you to be our judge this time?” 



“Maybe not, I’ll just sit here and watch,” Han Zhuoli declined. 

Lu Man did not need to compete, why should he be a judge? 

Principal Liu suggested that out of hand, and since Han Zhuoli rejected it, Principal Liu did not say 

anything more. 

“Why did you come here today? I don’t need to compete. You can’t be here to watch the competition, 

right?” Lu Man asked him in a low voice. 

Although Lu Man’s voice was small, the school leaders sitting next to them still heard a bit. 

They all looked over strangely, wondering in their heart what the relation of this student with Han Zhuoli 

was. Why was she speaking so casually? 

Just as the school leaders were looking at Principal Liu in shock, questioning quietly, they heard Han 

Zhuoli say, “Don’t randomly assume things, why are you so sure that I won’t see a competition without 

you in it?” 

When Lu Man heard that, she instantly said, “Could it be that besides coming to see me, you still want to 

look at other women?” 

Han Zhuoli: “…” 

At this moment, the school leaders at the side understood Lu Man and Han Zhuoli’s relationship. 

With her being able to speak like this with Han Zhuoli, what other relationship could they have? 

They could not really imagine that Han Zhuoli would talk to his girlfriend like this. It was very different 

from his normal image! 

This Principal Liu, that old guy actually hid such an important thing. 

Lu Man raised an eyebrow at Han Zhuoli. This time, after explaining what happened just now, her aura 

came up again. 

“…” Han Zhuoli was so angry that he laughed. This girl, really… 

When she was on the losing end, she would curry favor with him. Now she was so persistent that she 

was right, and even her temper was increasing. 

“I’m here to talk about the investment thing with the school. Principal Liu said that it was the internal 

finals in the school today, so I came to look, to see if I could meet you.” Han Zhuoli’s eyes turned to the 

side, and he turned his head a bit, his dark pupils moving to the side of his eyes to stare at Lu Man. 

“Who knew that I would see you and your old lover together.” 

Lu Man was so angry she wanted to kick him. “What do you mean by together with my old lover! I was 

obviously trying to cause trouble for that *sshole!” 

Han Zhuoli saw his little girl gritting her teeth, like a cat that was angry, especially fierce. 

The corner of his lips could not help but curve up. “En.” 



Lu Man: “…” 

What was with his reaction? 

Just an “en”? What does that mean?! 

Lu Man took advantage of when other people were not looking and poked him at his waist. 

The abs at his waist were firm. She could not manage to pinch it. With the experience she had gained 

after a long time, she directly used all her strength to poke. At least it was more effective than pinching 

him. 

Han Zhuoli did not find it painful. It was just that his whole body became numb when she poked him. 

He slightly avoided it, then grabbed her hand that was messing around. “Causing trouble!” 

There were so many people, and they were showing off their affection by squabbling. 

If people saw it, how embarrassing it would be! 

Chapter 714: Look After Lu Man 

 

Han Zhuoli took a look at her, then refused to let go of her hand. 

Lu Man: “…” 

The man just now seemed like he had a face full of shyness. Did she see it wrong? 

Vice Principal Wang turned to ask Principal Liu in a low voice, “Lu Man and Young Master Han are…” 

“They’re engaged.” Principal Liu had originally wanted to say that they were dating but instantly thought 

of the Weibo post Han Zhuoli and Lu Man had posted. It was obvious the two were already engaged. It 

was not suitable to say they were just dating. 

The two of them were actually heading towards marriage! 

And he still held back a bit at first. 

It looked like having always been polite to Lu Man and letting Lu Man do things conveniently to the best 

of his ability were not in vain! 

“Sss!” Vice Principal Wang took in a deep breath harshly. “This kind of big thing, you actually did not tell 

me about it!” 

“The two of them are very low-key, and I did not dare to say it out loud,” Principal Liu said. “Otherwise, 

why did you think he suddenly decided to remove all investment in the Drama Academy and to invest 

everything in our school even though the Han Corporation had always invested in the Drama Academy 

before? It was all because of Lu Man. To make it more direct, it’s to let Lu Man be taken care of here. 

Young Master Han is telling us, as long as Lu Man is doing well, however much investment our school 

wants, it’s alright.” 

Principal Liu became happier and happier. In the future, their school would really be first! 



Principal Liu seemed to be able to see the shining future. 

“Lu Man is that low-key?” Vice Principal Wang was also shocked. It was just that none of Lu Man’s string 

of results could be considered low-key. 

“Think about it, Lu Man hasn’t gone out in public regarding her relationship with Young Master Han, and 

there are so many people accusing Lu Man of being able to get to where she is only because of her luck 

and saying that she does not have real ability at all.” In comparison, Principal Liu really sneered at those 

who thought that. 

If it were not Lu Man and someone else instead, even with Han Zhuoli’s investment, how could they 

push Greedy Wolf Operation to 3 billion and Red Tiger to 8.9 billion? 

Han Zhuoli’s support was only one of the reasons. The most important was Lu Man’s own ability. 

Those who’d said it was just her luck being good, they were just randomly attacking. 

If it were somebody else, they also wouldn’t have been able to do it. 

Furthermore, during Greedy Wolf Operation , Han Zhuoli did not help much. It was all Lu Man who’d 

planned it and made it go up. 

“If people were to know of Young Master Han and Lu Man’s relationship, whenever Lu Man has a bit of 

achievement, it would all be ascribed to Young Master Han. Those people will criticize that Lu Man had 

only been able to do it due to Han Zhuoli. Without Han Zhuoli, she is nothing,” Principal Liu said. 

“Furthermore, the Chinese Arts Championships is about to start. Lu Man would definitely get quite good 

results, it is even possible for her to be first. If their relationship were to be exposed now, that would 

cause people to suspect the truthfulness of Lu Man’s results. I think that Young Master Han is definitely 

thinking about that.” 

Principal Liu really managed to guess what Han Zhuoli was thinking. He was scared that at this time, 

going public would not have good effects on Lu Man. 

But he did not think that Lu Man refusing to go public was also to protect Han Zhuoli. As long as Lu 

Qiyuan did not know about Han Zhuoli, he would not go and irritate him. 

These two people were both thinking of the other. 

Vice Principal Wang asked in a low voice, shocked, “You have such a good opinion of Lu Man? Because 

of Young Master Han?” 

Principal Liu shook his head. “Look, even you are thinking like that, that Lu Man could succeed only 

because of Young Master Han. Based on what I see, yes, Lu Man is able to succeed because there is 

Young Master Han’s support, but it’s also because she has the ability. Young Master Han’s support is an 

addition, but both parts are equally important.” 

Chapter 715: Too Pretentious 

 



“Whether it is acting skills or those schemes for publicity in the entertainment industry that follow rules, 

it is all Lu Man. And what Young Master Han did was to support her, to let her go and do what she 

wants. If it were someone else, even with Young Master Han’s support, without Lu Man’s ability, they 

would still be unable to manage to do so much. Young Master Han choosing not to go public at this time 

is really to protect Lu Man.” 

“And the reason why I have a good opinion on Lu Man, it is indeed because there is Young Master Han, 

but even more, it is because Lu Man’s own ability is good enough. There is nothing much to say about 

her acting skills, just watch.” 

“You have so much confidence?” Vice Principal Wang asked, smiling. 

“Yes.” Principal Liu chuckled and nodded. 

After around 10 minutes, the competition officially started. The hall’s lights dimmed; there was only a 

spotlight on the stage. 

Because it was too dark off-stage, no one could see how Lu Man and Han Zhuoli’s hands were clasped 

together. 

The students on stage were all extremely anxious to win in the finals. They did not get distracted and 

look down the stage. 

Looking at the performance on stage, Han Zhuoli got closer to her slightly, saying in a low voice, “Their 

acting skills are not as good as yours.” 

Lu Man’s finger curled up on his palm. 

Because they knew that Han Zhuoli was there, they tried even more on stage when performing. 

Zhang Xiaoying was performing on stage at that moment and kept feeling like Han Zhuoli’s attention was 

on her offstage. 

She did not know that Han Zhuoli had taken just a few looks at their performance and did not find it any 

good. It was too pretentious and could not be compared to Han Zhuoli at all. 

He found it very strange. With this bit of acting skills, could they really get a prize at the Chinese Arts 

Championships? 

At this moment, Zheng Tianming bent his waist a bit as he walked over. Because it was too noisy, Zheng 

Tianming could only speak by Han Zhuoli’s ear. 

Lu Man could not hear what Zheng Tianming was saying. It was probably concerning the company. 

As expected, after hearing what he said, Han Zhuoli told Lu Man, “I have to go back to the company.” 

Lu Man nodded. Han Zhuoli squeezed her hand. “Have Xiao Chen fetch you at night.” 

Principal Liu and the rest stood up, wanting to send him off, but Han Zhuoli declined. “There’s no need 

to send me off. If so many of you leave, it would cause the students performing on stage to be 

distracted.” 



Principal Liu was very smart. “Then let Lu Man send you. Lu Man ah, send Young Master Han off.” 

Lu Man smiled at Principal Liu. Even Han Zhuoli smiled at Principal Liu in praise. 

With how smart Principal Liu was, Han Zhuoli was at ease with Lu Man being here. 

Lu Man left with Han Zhuoli. Because the hall’s light was switched off, no one noticed. 

Only He Zhengbai saw it, and he instantly followed them out. 

At that moment, Lu Qi was preparing backstage and did not know that He Zhengbai had been watching 

Lu Man all along. 

Just now, when Lu Man was called by Principal Liu to accompany He Zhengbai, Lu Qi naturally did not let 

He Zhengbai off easily and asked him what he was doing. 

He Zhengbai naturally explained, “I really have nothing to do with Lu Man! How can I like her? Don’t 

forget how hard it was for us to get together. Because of my mom’s relationship with Lu Man’s mom, 

after we got together, my mother had always felt guilty, feeling that I let Lu Man and her mom down, so 

she had me take more care of Lu Man.” 

“But she doesn’t care about your taking care of her,” Lu Qi said coldly. 

“Right, but no matter what, what I have to say, I must say. Even if she doesn’t want it, it just means that 

I won’t need to waste more effort on her, right? And I can also tell my mom about that.” When He 

Zhengbai mentioned Lu Man, his face was full of unhappiness. 

If you asked if Lu Qi actually believed it? 

In her heart, Lu Qi did not believe it. 

But what could she do even if she didn’t believe him? 

Chapter 716: You Two Know Each Other? 

 

Right now, she could only hold on to He Zhengbai. Even if she did not actually believe him, she had to 

believe him. 

And Lu Qi was backstage at present and did not know He Zhengbai was chasing Lu Man and following 

her out. 

But it was a pity that he had not managed to leave the hall for long before he was stopped by two 

bodyguards. 

“What are you guys doing?” He Zhengbai looked at the two well-built bodyguards. It was Zhou Cheng 

and Xu Hui. 

The two men were wearing the same colored suit and standing in front of He Zhengbai. They gave a lot 

of pressure. 



“You’re following Young Master Han. We are the ones who should ask, what do you want to do?” Zhou 

Cheng said, not being polite at all. 

“Who’s following him? Could it be I can’t walk on the road he walked on?” He Zhengbai questioned 

angrily. 

“You can walk on it,” Xu Hui said. 

He Zhengbai instantly said, “Then why don’t you give way!” 

“We’re clearing the scene right now. When Young Master Han has left, we will naturally give way.” Zhou 

Cheng smiled coldly. This boy had thrown away Lu Man before, and now he wanted to bother her? 

If he went too far, they’d let him taste their fists! 

“This is a school, not Han Zhuoli’s land. You guys are actually blocking the road? What right do you have 

to block the road?!” He Zhengbai said angrily. 

“If you feel unsatisfied, you can tell your school leaders.” Xu Hui laughed coldly, looking at He Zhengbai 

mockingly. 

Telling the school leaders? 

Haha! 

Why would the school stop Han Zhuoli? 

He Zhengbai held in his anger. From the time he was young until now, he had rarely met such times 

where he felt so wronged. 

Whether it was about power or money, he could not compare in any way. 

Even now when he was stopped by Han Zhuoli’s subordinates, he had no way out! 

Zhou Cheng and Xu Hui were looking at He Zhengbai, not allowing him to follow Lu Man. 

Lu Man had sent Han Zhuoli to where his car was parked at that moment, and Han Zhuoli pulled her into 

his embrace and lowered his head to kiss her lips. “Alright, go back now.” 

“I’ll watch you leave before I return,” Lu Man said. 

Han Zhuoli’s two eyes curved. “What happened today? You can’t bear to part with me this much?” 

Lu Man did not know why, but her current emotions were very strange. 

Suddenly meeting him in school was both a surprise and something close to her heart, a kind of 

happiness she could not say out loud. 

Han Zhuoli pressed her nose. “Then I’ll go now.” 

Han Zhuoli got in the car with Zheng Tianming, and Lu Man kept watching as the car left before she 

turned around to return. 

While returning to the hall, she happened to see He Zhengbai being stopped by two people. 



Walking close to take a look, Lu Man was surprised. “Big Brother Zhou, Big Brother Xu!” 

It had really been very long since she saw them. 

Zhou Cheng and Xu Hui were both very happy. “Lu Man!” 

Thinking about that time when they were in charge of Xia Qingwei’s safety in the hospital, it seemed to 

her like it had been a very long time. 

At that time, they were still naive, not knowing Han Zhuoli’s feelings for Lu Man, and in the end, Han 

Zhuoli had snatched away a lot of the good food Lu Man made for them. 

“I haven’t seen you two in a very long time. You followed over today?” 

“Yes. There are many people in the school. We are in charge of Young Master Han’s safety,” Zhou Cheng 

said. 

“You guys know each other?” He Zhengbai’s facial expression changed. 

Why did it seem like Lu Man was very familiar with these two bodyguards? 

Why was Lu Man so familiar with Han Zhuoli’s bodyguards?! 

Only then did Lu Man glance at He Zhengbai. Xu Hui explained, “I saw this boy trying to follow you and 

Young Master Han just now so I stopped him.” 

Lu Man looked towards He Zhengbai. She really did not understand this guy. 

These were all things that had not happened in the last life. 

Of course, in her last life, after she was schemed against, she went to jail quickly. 

While she was in jail, she had thought the only person she could hope for help from was He Zhengbai. 

But she did not know that at that time, He Zhengbai had already started going out with Lu Qi. She had 

thought that He Zhengbai was being kept in the dark by Lu Qi. 

Chapter 717: Your Thing with Han Zhuoli, Does Your Boyfriend Know About It? 

 

After learning the truth and thinking back, she realized that He Zhengbai had been tricking her at that 

time. Although he did not break up with her, tricking her into believing that he would definitely think of 

a way to save her, the truth was that he was just trying to placate her. 

At that time, she had been so anxious that she was going crazy, like a fly without a head, only hoping 

that He Zhengbai could save her. How could she have seen that he was just trying to placate her without 

actually doing anything? 

But at that time, He Zhengbai had already become annoyed with her. 

He’d probably been hoping that she would hurry and go to jail so he could quickly get rid of her. 



When she was freed from jail, he treated her like a beggar. He was full of disdain, not even willing to be 

linked to her at all, and even more unwilling to admit that he dated her before, like their dating history 

had become a mar on his record. 

In the past life, He Zhengbai had hoped she would stay far far away, not wanting to have any 

relationship with her again. 

But when it came to this life, he actually ran over to bother her. 

This made Lu Man really confused. If He Zhengbai liked Lu Qi that much in her past life, and they 

successfully got together in this life, then he should just be happily with Lu Qi. 

Running over to bother her again, what did he want? 

When it came to hitting the face and fighting horrible people, Lu Man was a professional. 

But as for relationships, Lu Man did not have much experience. 

Actually, she did not know that He Zhengbai was only using Lu Qi all along, and as Lu Qi was quite good-

looking while also having money and looks, He Zhengbai did not lose out on anything. 

In the previous life, He Zhengbai had kept on being with Lu Qi, and they were quite good together. 

But in this life, it was already different. 

The Lu Family was declining, and Lu Qi was no longer the famous female star in the past life. For He 

Zhengbai, her usefulness was not at all like that in the past life. 

In her previous life, Lu Man had entered jail at 22 and came out at 30. Eight years in prison had made 

her age faster. 

She’d been 30 years old, but when she came out of prison, she looked like she was 40. 

The her like that, He Zhengbai would not like at all. 

Yet in this life, Lu Man was doing better and better. Her beauty was showing, and it was after He 

Zhengbai started to dislike Lu Qi that he saw the good in Lu Man, realizing that she was much more 

outstanding than Lu Qi. 

In this lifetime, being together with Lu Man was a lot better for his reputation than being with Lu Qi. 

Naturally, he started to bother her again. 

Lu Man did not understand. The gaze she was using to look at He Zhengbai with was full of dislike, 

wishing he would stay far away from her, the farther the better. 

He Zhengbai was instantly aggravated by Lu Man’s look. 

Adding on the fact that Lu Man had been messing around with him, under his old hatred and new need 

for revenge, He Zhengbai’s embarrassment turned into anger. “Lu Man, your thing with Han Zhuoli in 

the past, does your boyfriend know about it?” 



He Zhengbai remembered that when Lu Qi accidentally injured Lu Hanli and wanted to scheme against 

Lu Man, when they went to the hotel room to catch Lu Man, he had seen with his own eyes that Lu Man 

was not wearing anything but a bath towel while in Han Zhuoli’s embrace. 

He Zhengbai had never thought that Lu Man and Han Zhuoli would go on to have actual relations. She 

was just being played with by Han Zhuoli, probably not even considered a mistress. 

Lu Man had a boyfriend now, but He Zhengbai had never linked that person with Han Zhuoli. 

He felt only that Lu Man had long ended it with Han Zhuoli before she found a boyfriend. 

And the thing with Han Zhuoli in the past was a mar on her past. 

Her current boyfriend’s family was probably not bad, and the seniors at home also supported her. 

If they were to find out about Lu Man’s past, he wondered if they would still have that kind of attitude. 

“Your current boyfriend’s family is not bad, right? He at least has a bit of money, and the seniors in your 

boyfriend’s home support you very much. If they find out that you’ve been Han Zhuoli’s bed partner 

before, I wonder how they would think of you? Does your boyfriend know?” He Zhengbai laughed 

coldly, very disdainful. “Today, Han Zhuoli came again, and you went up to stick to him. Are you planning 

on continuing your old relationship with Han Zhuoli? Aren’t you scared your boyfriend will find out 

about it?” 

Chapter 718: What Bad Things Does My Sister-in-law Have with My Older Brother? 

 

“It’s tough for you to be able to find a boyfriend like you have now. Furthermore, the seniors in his 

house support you so much, and you actually do something that could make people’s hearts go cold?” 

He Zhengbai said, his face full of thankfulness. “Thank goodness I broke up with you a long time ago. 

Otherwise, I wouldn’t have known how many times I’ve been made a cuckold of by you.” 

After he said that, He Zhengbai’s face stiffened, thinking about how that time when he caught Lu Man in 

the hotel, Lu Man had been with Han Zhuoli. 

At that time, he had yet to break up with Lu Man. 

At that time, didn’t Lu Man make him a cuckold? 

Lu Man felt like she was hearing a joke. 

Why did she feel that He Zhengbai was talented and skilled in her past life? 

She had really been blind. 

Looking at it again in this life, she realized that He Zhengbai kept doing dumb things one after another. 

He was really not someone who was smart. 

“Alright, you can go and tell people.” Lu Man’s face was relaxed. “I can correct you a bit now, he’s not 

my boyfriend.” 

He Zhengbai’s eyebrows moved slightly. Could it be that Lu Man had broken up with her boyfriend? 



Just as he became happy, he heard Lu Man say, “He’s my fiance now.” 

On seeing Lu Man’s seemingly smiling look, He Zhengbai realized that he’d been tricked by Lu Man 

again! 

This woman, messing with him like he’s a fool! 

“If you get the chance to see his seniors in his house, why don’t you just directly say it?” Lu Man said, 

not caring. 

He Zhengbai would not be able to meet them, but even if he did, she was still anticipating how He 

Zhengbai would do dumb things. 

“Haha.” He Zhengbai smiled coldly. “You’re speaking very confidently, not scared at all. Are you already 

sure I won’t meet the seniors in his home?” 

Before Lu Man could say anything, He Zhengbai said gloatingly, “Lu Man, don’t forget, there’s still a Han 

Zhuofeng in the school. He’s calling you sister-in-law every day, so much so that everyone in school 

knows. He must have a very good relationship with his brother, right? At that time, when people said 

that you were being maintained by a rich man, he instantly stood up for you to clear it up. If he learns 

about the bad thing between you and Han Zhuoli, what will he do? You saw Han Zhuoli today and 

wanted to stick to him, trying to do things behind your boyfriend’s… oh no, your fiance, trying to get 

together with Han Zhuoli behind your fiance’s back. if Han Zhuofeng hears this, he will not let you off!” 

“Repeat that again? What bad things does my sister-in-law have with my older brother?” Han 

Zhuofeng’s two hands were in the pockets of his trousers, and he slowly walked over. 

This look was like that of a little gangster. 

“How will I not let my sister-in-law go?” Han Zhuofeng smiled coldly. 

He did not dare. 

How could he dare to be disrespectful to Lu Man? 

Han Zhuoli would skin him alive! 

When He Zhengbai heard what Han Zhuofeng said, he felt like he did not understand it and only heard 

half an explanation. 

“Han Zhuofeng, you don’t know, right? Before your brother, Lu Man had long been with someone—” 

“I know. Wasn’t it you, *sshole? The whole country saw the news at that time. You betrayed Lu Man to 

be together with Lu Qi. It’s not bad, a b*stard and a b*tch getting together. How appropriate,” Han 

Zhuofeng said, his mouth open. 

He Zhengbai pointed at Han Zhuofeng angrily. “Who did you say is an *sshole?!” 

His hand had just reached out when, without warning, it was grabbed by Xu Hui. 

Xu Hui did not seem to be using force, but He Zhengbai was already in so much pain that he was gritting 

his teeth and bending his waist. 



Xu Hui shrugged his hand away, saying unhappily, “Embroidered pillow, good to look at but not useful.” 

“You’re still insulting me?” He Zhengbai looked at Han Zhuofeng mockingly. “Did you know that she 

made your brother a cuckold?!” 

Chapter 719: Han Zhuoli Came Back Again 

 

Han Zhuofeng looked at him like he was looking at an idi*t. “I think that you are really very dumb. Why 

don’t you think about it, what is my surname?” 

He Zhengbai was stunned. 

What was Han Zhuofeng’s surname? 

It was Han. 

Han!!! 

Wa… wait! 

Han Zhuofeng, Han Zhuoli! 

This name… why did these names look like those of a pair of brothers? 

“You just said that Lu Man has been making my brother a cuckold? Haha, my brother making himself a 

cuckold?” Han Zhuofeng laughed at He Zhengbai. “You’re really too dumb!” 

He Zhengbai was stunned on the spot. 

Impossible! 

How… how could it be! 

Lu Man and Han Zhuoli… 

They were not… not bed partners, or lovers, they were legitimately boyfriend and girlfriend, no, they 

were already engaged. 

How, how could it be possible? 

Han Zhuoli was Lu Man’s mysterious fiance! 

He Zhengbai was feeling so affected that he was out of it. 

So that meant… the time Lu Man was being rumored to be a kept woman, her boyfriend’s family elders 

came to the school themselves to support Lu Man. 

Those were actually the elders in the Han Family! 

He Zhengbai thought about the Old Mr. Han and Old Mrs. Han of that day. Weren’t they the two 

legendary impossible-to-meet elders of the Han Family? 

And Han Zhuoli’s mother was also there. 



They had actually personally made a trip because Lu Man was being wrongly accused. 

It could be seen how much acknowledgement they were giving Lu Man. 

The details, from the start to the end, he had heard when Lu Qi talked about them. 

No wonder the Old Mrs. Han’s words were so confident that day. 

It was true that, for the Han Family, those things were really nothing. 

“Impossible… impossible, how can it be possible…” He Zhengbai refused to accept the truth. 

Lu Man was a woman he did not want, a woman he had been looking down on all this time. 

But in the blink of an eye, Lu Man had actually found an even more outstanding man! 

Even if he did not want to admit it, the truth was there. 

He could not compete with Han Zhuoli at all! 

He did not even have the qualifications to talk in front of Han Zhuoli! 

The Lu Man even he did not want, how could she be together with Han Zhuoli?! 

“Why is it impossible?” a cold and mocking voice asked, a low voice that had a deep quality to it. Lu Man 

was really all too familiar with it. 

Lu Man was even more shocked than He Zhengbai. 

Didn’t this man return to his company? 

Why did he appear here again? 

Lu Man turned back. Seeing that Han Zhuoli had really come back and was standing behind her, she felt 

stunned. 

She had even reached out to poke Han Zhuoli’s chest and check if it was the real person. 

He Zhengbai was already scared silly, not thinking that Han Zhuoli would actually come back. 

Now towards Han Zhuofeng’s words, what else could he not believe? 

Following right after that, he saw that Lu Man had actually used her hand to poke Han Zhuoli’s chest. 

That kind of intimate action stimulated his eyeballs. He felt a hard-to-describe sour, sweet, bitter, spicy 

feeling. 

Her silly action made Han Zhuoli laugh, grabbing the hand she used to poke him. “Are you stunned? Or 

do you no longer recognize me?” 

The expression Han Zhuoli had when Lu Man was speaking, as well as his voice, it was so gentle it could 

not be any gentler. 

He Zhengbai really wanted to laugh at that moment, and to cry while laughing. 



He had really never thought that this kind of gentle and doting interactions would actually appear on 

Han Zhuoli’s face. 

“Why did you come back? Didn’t you go to the company?” Lu Man asked in shock. 

For some reason, the tone Lu Man used to talk to Han Zhuoli made He Zhengbai think that those two 

were like an old husband and wife. They were so natural, full of chemistry, like they had already been 

together for a long time. 

Chapter 720: What Opinions Do You Have of My Fiancee? 

 

Han Zhuoli lightly pressed Lu Man’s hand twice. “If I say it out loud, you might not believe it. I had just 

left for a while when I felt that I should come back to find you. So I came back.” 

Lu Man: “…” 

She really did not believe it much. 

Han Zhuoli’s gaze turned to He Zhengbai and it became cold instantly. “What did you say was impossible 

just now?” 

“You… you two…” He Zhengbai was stunned, totally unable to accept that truth. 

After Lu Man left him, she started to have a better and better life! 

Her career was better than his. Lu Man had already acted in a leading role and formed good 

relationships with famous directors in the entertainment industry. 

Yet he had not even filmed a legitimate movie or drama before. 

Lu Man’s fiance had so much more power than he did. 

Han Zhuoli was already taller than He Zhengbai by half a head, and adding on his strong aura, he gave 

off the feeling that he looking down from above. 

“What opinions do you have of my fiancee?” Han Zhuoli asked coldly. 

He Zhengbai’s mouth trembled, not able to utter anything at all. 

Han Zhuofeng laughed mockingly and said, “Older Brother, this idi*t says that sister-in-law made you a 

cuckold.” 

Han Zhuoli’s two eyes were fixed on He Zhengbai’s body. He Zhengbai’s knees felt weak, and he almost 

kneeled down. 

He had maintained his standing position with much difficulty and did not embarrass himself too much. 

Han Zhuofeng then said, “He said my sister-in-law is having unclear relations with you, making her 

boyfriend a cuckold. I was very curious. Aren’t you sister-in-law’s boyfriend? Making yourself a cuckold? 

This logic, I have to give him full marks for.” 



“It seems like Mr. He has quite a big misunderstanding.” Han Zhuoli looked at He Zhengbai coldly. “My 

relationship with Man Man is that of a proper fiance and fiancee. Does Mr. He understand?” 

Such a light sentence, but He Zhengbai could barely keep his back straight anymore. “Under… 

understood.” 

“I hope that in the future, you will control your eyes and mouth and stay away from my fiancee,” Han 

Zhuoli said coldly. “I heard that you’ve been waiting to film a television drama recently?” 

He Zhengbai suddenly understood. No matter how dumb he was, he still understood Han Zhuoli’s 

threat. 

He even knew what he’d been doing recently! 

Han Zhuoli sneered and then told Lu Man, “You can go to the hall first, I still have some things to chat 

with He Zhengbai about.” 

Lu Man was of course not scared that Han Zhuoli would lose out. 

The people here were all on Han Zhuoli’s side. 

She nodded. “Don’t waste too much time because of unrelated people.” 

“Unrelated people.” When He Zhengbai heard Lu Man’s words from the side, his heart felt sour and 

painful. 

Haha, in Lu Man’s heart, he was already an unrelated person. 

No wonder Lu Man broke up so cleanly with him, never thinking of getting back together with him. 

At this time, when he heard Lu Man say that out loud, it felt like He Zhengbai’s heart had a section that 

was empty, yet that section was still being pierced by a needle. The piercing pain stabbed again and 

again. 

The main thing was that Lu Man could not bear to part with Han Zhuoli. She was turning her head back 

to look at him a few times before leaving. 

As for He Zhengbai, she did not even look at him at all. 

Towards Lu Man’s attitude, Han Zhuoli was extremely satisfied, feeling very happy in his heart. 

But when he turned to look at He Zhengbai, his face became cold instantly. 

He gave a look at Zhou Cheng and Xu Hui, and Zhou Cheng and Xu Hui took one side each, holding He 

Zhengbai in place. 

“What are you guys doing?!” He Zhengbai said, shocked and angry. 

“You’re already scared?” Han Zhuoli sneered unhappily. 

At that time, when he and Lu Qi harmed Lu Man, did they think of how scared she was when she was 

alone and had no one to help her?! 

 


